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13th Aug 20201st Editorial Decision

Thank you again for submit t ing your work to Molecular Systems Biology. We have now heard back 
from the three referees who agreed to evaluate your study. Overall, the reviewers are support ive. 
However, they raise a series of concerns, which we would ask you to address in a revision. 

I think that the issues raised by the reviewers are clear and seem relat ively st raight forward to 
address. Please let me know in case you would like to discuss in further detail any of the issues 
raised, I would of course be happy to do that . 

On a more editorial level, we would ask you to address the following issues: 

REFEREE REPORTS

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Reviewer #1: 

The manuscript by Karayel et al. describes an extensive proteomic/phosphoprot eomic analysis 
during human erythroid different iat ion. Several groups have provided rigorous data on the 
mammalian erythroid cell proteome, and this study yielded datasets that considerably extend 
this prior work. One outcome was the ident ificat ion of different ially expressed transmembrane 
proteins that are of considerable interest in the field. Another outcome involves detailed 
informat ion on kinases involved in different iat ion. Overall, the data was rigorously generated/
analyzed, the manuscript harbors important findings, and the datasets will catalyze further 
discoveries. Specific



recommendat ions are provided to further strengthen the manuscript . 

Specific Comments: 

1) Page 10, "opt imized digest ion and lysis protocol" This has potent ial to be crit ical and deserves
fleshing out: what specific condit ions does this statement refer to that increase transmembrane
protein recovery and detect ion?

2) Page 16, legend - "downstreat"

3) The authors focused on transmembrane proteins and specifically SLCs, and they suggest the
different ial expression of SLCs reflects major differences in metabolic requirements during erythroid
different iat ion. It  would be informat ive to parse the transmembrane proteins into SLCs and non-
SLCs and assess whether a part icular group has unique expression at t ributes relat ive to the other,
or if the non-SLC cohort  mimics the SLC cohort  e.g. at  certain different iat ion t ransit ions.

4) Mult iple studies have implicated Ras/MAPK-dependent mechanisms in erythroid different iat ion
including early work from Zhang and Lodish (Blood 2004), as well as from Wojchowski (Pircher, JBC
2001; Held, Expt Hem 2020). It  would help to more effect ively describe what was known prior to the
current work and how the new work advances knowledge on this problem.

5) Page 21, legend - "target ign"

6) Page 22 - Kit  regulat ion during erythroid different iat ion has been pret ty extensively studied, and
the authors conclude that "downregulat ion of c-Kit /MAPK signaling is a key driver of maturat ion". As
discussed, it  was known that GATA1 represses Kit  expression, and in work not discussed, from the
Bresnick group, the exosome complex sustains c-Kit  expression and signaling, prevent ing
different iat ion (McIver, Elife 2016) and SAMD14 enhances c-Kit  signaling, favoring the
undifferent iated state (Hewit t , Mol Cell 2015; Dev Cell 2017). As noted above for Ras/MAPK, a more
thorough discussion of what was known would facilitate comprehension vis-à-vis how the current
elegant analysis advances or t ransforms prior knowledge.

7) CRISPR screen - Rather than referring to the prior papers, it  would be ideal to comprehensively
describe the design strategy to ensure reproducibility. The execut ion of the screen was well-
described.

8) HUDEP-2 cell culture - These cells exhibit  variable growth and different iat ion propert ies in diverse
labs and even within a lab. It  would be important to provide exact details on where all reagents were
obtained. Most of this informat ion was not stated.

9) Validat ion of genome edit ing - It  was stated that validat ion involved "next-gen sequencing or
TIDE-seq analysis from Sanger sequencing datasets". Given the crit ical importance of validat ion,
and the complex considerat ions associated with generat ion of many mutants, it  would be important
to expand this discussion of validat ion.

10) Page 29, "pept ideswere"



Reviewer #2: 

Karayel et  al., report  their results on mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics analysis of human
cultured CD34+-derived erythroid cells at  dist inct  stages of maturat ion. They observe dynamic
changes in the proteome. Employing a CRISPR/Cas9 screen target ing kinases during erythroid
maturat ion of HUDEP2 cultured line, they find target ing c-Kit /MAPK signaling promotes terminal
erythroid maturat ion. The authors have done massive work and the funct ional approaches are
sound. Exposing proteomic dynamic changes during human erythroid maturat ion is of major
interest . MAPK is a known regulator of erythroid proliferat ion that blocks maturat ion in both mouse
and human erythroid cells (literature on this includes PMID: 15705783; 17317860; PMID: 15166036;
PMID: 12969966; PMID: 31413092 ; PMID: 15030167). The authors should reference these, and
either clarify the novelty of their finding on MAPK in erythroid cell maturat ion or discuss the
confirmatory aspect of their work in the context  of what is known. In addit ion, it  would be
informat ive if the authors could discuss their results in the context  of erythropoiesis of knock out
mouse models of MAPK signaling proteins. Similarly, the authors should reference the work on PIM1
kinase induced by erythropoiet in receptor signaling (PMID: 28732065, PMID: 20639905) and discuss
their work in that context . 
The authors ident ify a large number of SLC (solute carrier) t ransporters expressed during erythroid
maturat ion. This is an interest ing finding confirming previous transcriptomic analyses (that should
also be referenced). It  would have been interest ing for the authors to provide funct ional informat ion
on SLCs in human erythroid cells. 

Specific comments: 

Figure 5 data on MAPK, HUDEP-2 cells have been cultured for 11 days. The authors should provide
informat ion regarding intermediary stages of expansion and cell death during culture. How have
they excluded off-target effects? 

Please clarify: "Glucose uptake during maturat ion appeared to roughly t rack with EPOR expression,
reaching a maximal value when EPO response was highest, perhaps because of regulat ion by EPO
st imulat ion in erythroid progenitor cells, as reported previously (Rogers et  al., 2010)." And" In line
with the growing need for glucose during maturat ion, two out of four ident ified SLCs transport ing
glucose (SLC2A1 and SLC2A4) gradually increased from progenitors to Ortho". 

There seems to be a contradict ion in the statement regarding erythropoiet in receptor signaling
during maturat ion (which is highest in mature erythroid progenitor/immature precursors) and the
need for glucose that is stated to increase gradually to the Ortho stage, that  needs to be
addressed. 

Reviewer #3: 

Karayel et  al. compiled a detailed and comprehensive descript ion of the cont inuously changing
protein expression and protein phosphorylat ion in sequent ial stages of human erythropoiesis, using
an in-vit ro different iat ion model of primary erythroid cells. Their work provides a resource and a
reference for researchers in the field, and also draws, in broad stokes, some key principles of the
process of erythroid terminal different iat ion. The sear quant itat ive scale of their finding is in itself of
interest : they find that thousands of proteins are both expressed and are being dynamical



regulated during terminal different iat ion. It  may encourage similar work in other different iat ion
models. 

Although much of what they describe is not ent irely new, the shear scale, detail and depth of their
analysis puts previous work in a larger and rigorous context . As example, some of the first  solute
carriers and transporters were cloned and characterized in red cells, notably, Band3 (Slc4a1) and
glucose transporter. Here the authors document at  least  68 solute carriers whose expression
changes significant ly during the process of different iat ion. They document dist inct  protein
signatures to each precursor stage. They provide rigorous confirmat ion to previous reports that
histones decrease during late erythropoiesis prior to enucleat ion. They further assess the ent ire
kinome, and carry out a complementary study in the phosphoproteom, together allowing a
comprehensive documentat ion of the kinases and their substrates during each precursor stage.
Further, they use a CRISPR/Cas9 screen to ident ify funct ionally the relevant kinases regulat ing
erythroid different iat ion in HUDEP-2 cells. 

There are a few issues that the authors could address: 
1. Readability. The authors use jargon that would not necessarily be comprehensible outside the
proteomics or computat ional fields without much explanat ion. They should add a simple
explanat ion to provide the reader with at  least  an intuit ion as to what is being discussed. E.g. What
are DIA and DDA, what is an m/z precursor window. The second paragraph on page 12 is not
comprehensible.
2. Throughout their work, the authors find that the largest changes in the proteome,
phosphoproteome and kinome are at  the beginning (progenitor to ProE) and end (Poly to ortho) of
terminal different iat ion. The changes described at  the beginning t ie well with previous literature
that suggests this t ransit ion is a sharp switch both t ranscript ionally and at  the level of chromat in. It
includes sudden changes in the cell cycle, in growth factor responsiveness (this is the t ime when
Epo dependence begins) and transcript ion (it  is at  this t ransit ion that Gata1 targets such as globins
begin to be transcribed rapidy). It  would be good for the authors to put their findings in this context .
Further, the dramat ic proteome changes at  the end of terminal different iat ion (Poly to Ortho)
suggests an abrupt regulatory event, not  to my knowledge documented in the literature- it  would
be good for the authors to highlight  that .
3. The authors might want to highlight  the interest ing finding that DNA damage checkpoint  kinases
including ATM, ATR and Check2 are enriched in erythroid precursors. It  is clear evidence against  the
common belief that  erythroblasts would not need to 'invest ' in DNA repair because of impending
enucleat ion.
4. The authors conclude that both Kit  and MAPK pathways are downregulated early, whereas
EpoR and Stat5 persist  into later different iat ion stages. They then draw the conclusion that Kit
signals primarily through MAPK, whereas EpoR signals through Stat5. This conclusion is not just ified
simply based on data that would be correlat ive at  best. Further, EpoR signaling through MAPK is
well documented. The authors interpret  the data in Figure 6D to suggest that  EpoR remains
uniformly high but it  too seems to decline immediately following its peak in ProE, a finding consistent
with previous reports using radioligand binding. Finally, the t ime course of the various MAPKs is
more complex than the simple decline seen with Kit .
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Point-by-point answers to ‘Integrative proteomics reveals principles of 

dynamic phospho-signaling networks in human erythropoiesis’ by Karayel 

and Xu et al. 

We are delighted that the reviewers found our paper of considerable interest and we thank them for their 

evaluation and constructive comments. 

Reviewer #1: 

The manuscript by Karayel et al. describes an extensive proteomic/phosphoproteomic analysis during 

human erythroid differentiation. Several groups have provided rigorous data on the mammalian erythroid 

cell proteome, and this study yielded datasets that considerably extend this prior work. One outcome was 

the identification of differentially expressed transmembrane proteins that are of considerable interest in 

the field. Another outcome involves detailed information on kinases involved in differentiation. Overall, 

the data was rigorously generated/analyzed, the manuscript harbors important findings, and the datasets 

will catalyze further discoveries. Specific recommendations are provided to further strengthen the 

manuscript. 

We thank the reviewer for their positive and constructive feedback. 

Specific Comments: 

1) Page 10, "optimized digestion and lysis protocol" This has potential to be critical and deserves fleshing

out: what specific conditions does this statement refer to that increase transmembrane protein recovery

and detection?

We used sodium deoxycholate (SDC), an ionic and denaturant surfactant, for both cell lysis and protein 

digestion. Detergents such as SDC are preferred for cell lysis as they denature proteins (breaking 

protein–protein interactions) as well as provide efficient solubilization of hydrophobic proteins or 

membranes. SDC also can be also used for digestion of protein and in fact it enhances trypsin activity 

many-folds at low concentrations (~1%) (Leon et al., MCP, 2013), allowing to perform the whole sample 

preparation steps in one buffer system. It can also be easily removed during peptide clean-up procedure 

using SDB-RPS StageTips (Kulak et al., Nature Methods, 2014). Deoxycholate-assisted in-solution 

digestion combined with SDB-RPS clean-up allows for efficient, unbiased generation and recovery of 

peptides from all protein classes, including membrane proteins and especially makes the sample 

preparation workflows for proteomics more effective, high-throughput, and reproducible. We have now 

1st Authors' Response to Reviewers  9th Oct 2020
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included a short explanation for our ‘optimized digestion and lysis protocol’ in the manuscript (Page 8, 

Line 209-212) and a detailed protocol is provided in the Method section. 

2) Page 16, legend - "downstreat"

Thank you for spotting these errors! We have corrected them in the text.

3) The authors focused on transmembrane proteins and specifically SLCs, and they suggest the

differential expression of SLCs reflects major differences in metabolic requirements during erythroid

differentiation. It would be informative to parse the transmembrane proteins into SLCs and non-SLCs and

assess whether a particular group has unique expression attributes relative to the other, or if the non-SLC

cohort mimics the SLC cohort e.g. at certain differentiation transitions.

Across the differentiation stages, we found 692 membrane proteins that changed significantly (ANOVA 

FDR<0.01, EV Table 1). Of the significantly changing membrane proteins, an overrepresentation analysis 

identified proteins that transport small molecules across membranes as one of the most represented (p 8.7 

E-09). Further functional classification showed strong enrichment of SLC proteins (Figure 3A). Given the

central importance of SLC proteins in erythropoiesis, we primarily focused on this class of transmembrane

proteins. Although the non-SLC proteins largely mimic the dynamic changes of the SLC cohort in

abundance, we observed that a few other protein classes with transporter function exhibit unique expression

characteristics, for instance, the ABC-family proteins. In fact, our unbiased analysis already revealed the

enrichment of this particular protein family (Figure 3A). Our data quantified six members of the ABC-

family proteins that significantly change in at least one transition (ANOVA FDR<0.01). They all showed

dynamic upregulation during the maturation stages. We now added this results as a panel to the EV Figure

4.

4) Multiple studies have implicated Ras/MAPK-dependent mechanisms in erythroid differentiation

including early work from Zhang and Lodish (Blood 2004), as well as from Wojchowski (Pircher, JBC

2001; Held, Expt Hem 2020). It would help to more effectively describe what was known prior to the

current work and how the new work advances knowledge on this problem.

Thank you for pointing this out. We added a more complete review of this topic, including relevant reference 

citations to the Discussion (Lines 566-604, Page 18-19). 

5) Page 21, legend - "targetign"

Corrected. 

6) Page 22 - Kit regulation during erythroid differentiation has been pretty extensively studied, and the

authors conclude that "downregulation of c-Kit/MAPK signaling is a key driver of maturation". As

discussed, it was known that GATA1 represses Kit expression, and in work not discussed, from the

Bresnick group, the exosome complex sustains c-Kit expression and signaling, preventing differentiation

(McIver, Elife 2016) and SAMD14 enhances c-Kit signaling, favoring the undifferentiated state (Hewitt,

Mol Cell 2015; Dev Cell 2017). As noted above for Ras/MAPK, a more thorough discussion of what was
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known would facilitate comprehension vis-à-vis how the current elegant analysis advances or transforms 

prior knowledge. 

The revised Discussion reviews this work and includes the relevant reference citations (Lines 558-604, 

Page 18). 

7) CRISPR screen - Rather than referring to the prior papers, it would be ideal to comprehensively

describe the design strategy to ensure reproducibility. The execution of the screen was well-described.

We added additional details and clarification to the protocol to the Methods section on page 25. 

8) HUDEP-2 cell culture - These cells exhibit variable growth and differentiation properties in diverse

labs and even within a lab. It would be important to provide exact details on where all reagents were

obtained. Most of this information was not stated.

These details are provided in new EV Table 6. 

9) Validation of genome editing - It was stated that validation involved "next-gen sequencing or TIDE-

seq analysis from Sanger sequencing datasets". Given the critical importance of validation, and the

complex considerations associated with generation of many mutants, it would be important to expand this

discussion of validation.

We added additional details on indel characterization after genome editing to the Methods section on page 

26 and provide the indel frequencies in EV Figure 6A and 6C. The first-round, gene-specific PCR primers 

used to characterize indel frequencies are described in new EV Table 6. 

10) Page 29, "peptideswere"

Corrected. 

Reviewer #2: 

Karayel et al., report their results on mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics analysis of human 

cultured CD34+-derived erythroid cells at distinct stages of maturation. They observe dynamic changes in 

the proteome. Employing a CRISPR/Cas9 screen targeting kinases during erythroid maturation of 

HUDEP2 cultured line, they find targeting c-Kit/MAPK signaling promotes terminal erythroid 

maturation. The authors have done massive work and the functional approaches are sound. Exposing 

proteomic dynamic changes during human erythroid maturation is of major interest. 

We thank the reviewer for their detailed and positive comments. 
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MAPK is a known regulator of erythroid proliferation that blocks maturation in both mouse and human 

erythroid cells (literature on this includes PMID: 15705783; 17317860; PMID: 15166036; PMID: 

12969966; PMID: 31413092 ; PMID: 15030167). The authors should reference these, and either clarify 

the novelty of their finding on MAPK in erythroid cell maturation or discuss the confirmatory aspect of 

their work in the context of what is known. In addition, it would be informative if the authors could 

discuss their results in the context of erythropoiesis of knock out mouse models of MAPK signaling 

proteins. Similarly, the authors should reference the work on PIM1 kinase induced by erythropoietin 

receptor signaling (PMID: 28732065, PMID: 20639905) and discuss their work in that context. 

The authors identify a large number of SLC (solute carrier) transporters expressed during erythroid 

maturation. This is an interesting finding confirming previous transcriptomic analyses (that should also be 

referenced). It would have been interesting for the authors to provide functional information on SLCs in 

human erythroid cells. 

These points and citations are now included in the Discussion on pages 18-19. We thank the reviewer for 

providing us with relevant PMID numbers of citations that allow us to improve the discussion of our 

findings. 

Specific comments: 

Figure 5 data on MAPK, HUDEP-2 cells have been cultured for 11 days. The authors should provide 

information regarding intermediary stages of expansion and cell death during culture. How have they 

excluded off-target effects? 

Expansion of cells grown in expansion medium during intermediary stages is now shown in EV Figure 6B 

and D. Off-target effects of individual sgRNAs were not assessed directly, although we used a bioinformatic 

algorithm designed to minimize off target effects (now noted on Page 25). We acknowledge this as a 

limitation of our study on page 14 (lines 424-425). 

Please clarify: "Glucose uptake during maturation appeared to roughly track with EPOR expression, 

reaching a maximal value when EPO response was highest, perhaps because of regulation by EPO 

stimulation in erythroid progenitor cells, as reported previously (Rogers et al., 2010)." And" In line with 

the growing need for glucose during maturation, two out of four identified SLCs transporting glucose 

(SLC2A1 and SLC2A4) gradually increased from progenitors to Ortho". 

There seems to be a contradiction in the statement regarding erythropoietin receptor signaling during 

maturation (which is highest in mature erythroid progenitor/immature precursors) and the need for 

glucose that is stated to increase gradually to the Ortho stage, that needs to be addressed. 

We thank the reviewer for spotting this apparent contradiction. We re-assessed the literature on glucose 

transporters in erythropoiesis (and excluded the references only referring to two meeting abstracts, 

Rogers et al. 2010 and Justus et al. 2019). We edited the paragraph (Page 9, Line 242-258) to highlight 

1) the gradual increase of SLC2A1/GLUT1 concordant with increased uptake of L-dehydroascorbicacid,

2) the notable increase of SLC2A4/GLUT4 during terminal maturation. SLC2A4/GLUT4 is primarily
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described in skeletal muscle and playing a key role in regulating blood glucose concentration, but the 

common profile with SLC2A1/GLUT1 indicating a contribution of SLC2A4/GLUT4 in glucose uptake in 

erythrocytes. 

Reviewer #3: 

Karayel et al. compiled a detailed and comprehensive description of the continuously changing protein 

expression and protein phosphorylation in sequential stages of human erythropoiesis, using an in-vitro 

differentiation model of primary erythroid cells. Their work provides a resource and a reference for 

researchers in the field, and also draws, in broad stokes, some key principles of the process of erythroid 

terminal differentiation. The sear quantitative scale of their finding is in itself of interest: they find that 

thousands of proteins are both expressed and are being dynamical regulated during terminal 

differentiation. It may encourage similar work in other differentiation models. 

Although much of what they describe is not entirely new, the shear scale, detail and depth of their 

analysis puts previous work in a larger and rigorous context. As example, some of the first solute carriers 

and transporters were cloned and characterized in red cells, notably, Band3 (Slc4a1) and glucose 

transporter. Here the authors document at least 68 solute carriers whose expression changes significantly 

during the process of differentiation. They document distinct protein signatures to each precursor stage. 

They provide rigorous confirmation to previous reports that histones decrease during late erythropoiesis 

prior to enucleation. They further assess the entire kinome, and carry out a complementary study in the 

phosphoproteom, together allowing a comprehensive documentation of the kinases and their substrates 

during each precursor stage. Further, they use a CRISPR/Cas9 screen to identify functionally the relevant 

kinases regulating erythroid differentiation in HUDEP-2 cells. 

We thank the reviewer for accurate description of our work and the generally positive evaluation. We 

found the comments very helpful in improving our manuscript. 

There are a few issues that the authors could address: 

1. Readability. The authors use jargon that would not necessarily be comprehensible outside the

proteomics or computational fields without much explanation. They should add a simple explanation to

provide the reader with at least an intuition as to what is being discussed. E.g. What are DIA and DDA,

what is an m/z precursor window. The second paragraph on page 12 is not comprehensible.

Thank you for that comment and we are sorry if explanations for proteomics methods were insufficient. 

We have now explained DIA and DDA methods as well as the deconvolution approach in detail in the 

manuscript, mainly in the introduction (Page 4, Line 84-94) and results (Page 10, Line 283-301). Our 

method section also includes very detailed protocols for both methods.  

2. Throughout their work, the authors find that the largest changes in the proteome, phosphoproteome and

kinome are at the beginning (progenitor to ProE) and end (Poly to ortho) of terminal differentiation. The

changes described at the beginning tie well with previous literature that suggests this transition is a sharp

switch both transcriptionally and at the level of chromatin. It includes sudden changes in the cell cycle, in
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growth factor responsiveness (this is the time when Epo dependence begins) and transcription (it is at this 

transition that Gata1 targets such as globins begin to be transcribed rapidy). It would be good for the 

authors to put their findings in this context. Further, the dramatic proteome changes at the end of terminal 

differentiation (Poly to Ortho) suggests an abrupt regulatory event, not to my knowledge documented in 

the literature- it would be good for the authors to highlight that.  

We addressed this comment by describing and discussing the dramatic changes in the global 

proteome, phosphoproteome, and kinome (particularly observed from progenitor to ProE and 

Poly to ortho stage transition) in relevant paragraphs of the result section as well as in a 

paragraph of the revised discussion (Page 16-17, Lines 504-522). 

3. The authors might want to highlight the interesting finding that DNA damage checkpoint kinases

including ATM, ATR and Check2 are enriched in erythroid precursors. It is clear evidence against the

common belief that erythroblasts would not need to 'invest' in DNA repair because of impending

enucleation.

We share the reviewer’s interest in the apparent DNA checkpoint activation in erythroid precursors. We 

edited the paragraph (Page 12, Line 364-373) to discuss potential causes of checkpoint activation by 

replicative stress and increased DNA damage-inducing ROS that occurs during elevated heme and 

hemoglobin metabolism. 

4. The authors conclude that both Kit and MAPK pathways are downregulated early, whereas EpoR and

Stat5 persist into later differentiation stages. They then draw the conclusion that Kit signals primarily

through MAPK, whereas EpoR signals through Stat5. This conclusion is not justified simply based on

data that would be correlative at best. Further, EpoR signaling through MAPK is well documented. The

authors interpret the data in Figure 6D to suggest that EpoR remains uniformly high but it too seems to

decline immediately following its peak in ProE, a finding consistent with previous reports using

radioligand binding. Finally, the time course of the various MAPKs is more complex than the simple

decline seen with Kit.

We agree that we may have oversimplified the interpretation of our findings. We have introduced some 

changes in the text that reinforce the reviewer’s concerns.  For example: “The erythroid cytokine 

receptors c-Kit and EPOR have distinct roles in erythropoiesis, although their signaling pathways 

overlap considerably” (Page 15, Lines 462-463). We have noted mechanisms by which EPOR can 

stimulate MAPK/ERK signaling (Page 18 and 19, Lines 570-587) and cite previous studies that support 

the concept that c-Kit activates ERK more potently than EPOR (Page 18, Line 576).   

We do believe that our data illustrate the general trend that c-Kit signaling declines earlier in 

erythropoiesis and preferentially promotes MAPK/ERK signaling compared to EPOR signaling, although 

we agree that some of our wording could be more accurate. We modified the text accordingly. For 

example, we changed the text from “Compared to c-Kit, EPOR/JAK2 levels were stable until the poly 

stage” to “Compared to c-Kit, the expression of EPOR/JAK2 declined more slowly during erythropoiesis 

and was sustained to later stages” (Page 15, Lines 477-478). 



16th Oct 20202nd Editorial Decision

16th Oct 2020 

Manuscript Number: MSB-20-9813R, Integrat ive proteomics reveals principles of dynamic phospho-
signaling networks in erythropoiesis 

Thank you for sending us your revised manuscript . We think that the performed revisions 
sat isfactorily address the issues raised by the reviewers. I am glad to inform you that we can soon 
accept your manuscript for publicat ion, pending some editorial issues listed below. 

23rd Oct 20202nd Authors' Response to Reviewers

The authors have made all requested editorial changes

26th Oct 2020Accepted

Thank you again for sending us your revised manuscript. We are now satisfied with the 
modifications made and I am pleased to inform you that your paper has been accepted for 
publication. 
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B- Statistics and general methods

the assay(s) and method(s) used to carry out the reported observations and measurements 
an explicit mention of the biological and chemical entity(ies) that are being measured.
an explicit mention of the biological and chemical entity(ies) that are altered/varied/perturbed in a controlled manner.

a statement of how many times the experiment shown was independently replicated in the laboratory.

Any descriptions too long for the figure legend should be included in the methods section and/or with the source data.
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subjects.  
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a specification of the experimental system investigated (eg cell line, species name).
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graphs include clearly labeled error bars for independent experiments and sample sizes. Unless justified, error bars should 
not be shown for technical replicates.
if n< 5, the individual data points from each experiment should be plotted and any statistical test employed should be 
justified

the exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a number, not a range;

Each figure caption should contain the following information, for each panel where they are relevant:

2. Captions

NA

NA
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Statistical tests are considered appropriate for every figure.

Student's t-test and ANOVA were used to compare the mean log-transformed protein intensities 
between two or more differentiation stages. One of the important assumption of both tests is that 
the dependent variable is normally distributed in each group that is being compared. According to 
the statistical central limit theorem, means of sampling distributions are approximately normally 
distributed when the sampling sizes are large enough. Log-transformed protein intensities followed 
normal distributions in all cases of visual assessment.

The main dataset used for analysis contains protein quantification values for around 7,400 proteins 
in five distinct populations of human erythropoiesis including replicates.  The coefficient of 
variations (CVs) of each protein group in each differentiation population for four biological 
replicates were calculated (EV Figure 1C).

NA

NA

NA

1. Data

the data were obtained and processed according to the field’s best practice and are presented to reflect the results of the 
experiments in an accurate and unbiased manner.
figure panels include only data points, measurements or observations that can be compared to each other in a scientifically 
meaningful way.
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19. Deposition is strongly recommended for any datasets that are central and integral to the study; please consider the 
journal’s data policy. If no structured public repository exists for a given data type, we encourage the provision of datasets 
in the manuscript as a Supplementary Document (see author guidelines under ‘Expanded View’ or in unstructured 
repositories such as Dryad (see link list at top right) or Figshare (see link list at top right).
20. Access to human clinical and genomic datasets should be provided with as few restrictions as possible while respecting 
ethical obligations to the patients and relevant medical and legal issues. If practically possible and compatible with the 
individual consent agreement used in the study, such data should be deposited in one of the major public access-
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guidelines (see link list at top right) and deposit their model in a public database such as Biomodels (see link list at top 
right) or JWS Online (see link list at top right). If computer source code is provided with the paper, it should be deposited 
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22. Could your study fall under dual use research restrictions? Please check biosecurity documents (see link list at top 
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C- Reagents

D- Animal Models

E- Human Subjects

Mycoplasma-free HUDEP-2 cells  were gift from Ryo Kurita and Yukio Nakamura (Cell Engineering 
Division, RIKEN BioResource Center, Tsukuba, Japan)(PLoS One. 2013;8(3):e59890).

The differentiation stages that were statistically compared exhibited similar variance between 
replicates. Calculations of coefficient variations (CVs) of four biological replicates for each protein 
in all stages revealed that 72% of all proteins were detected with CVs below 20%. 

PE-conjugated mouse monoclonal anti-human CD34,Miltenyi Biotec,Cat 130-081-
002,RRID:AB_244351;FITC-conjugated mouse monoclonal anti-CD235,BD Biosciences,Cat# 
561017,RRID:AB_2034026;VioBlue-conjugated mouse monoclonal anti-CD49d,Miltenyi Biotec,Cat# 
130-099-680, RRID:AB_2660794;Rabbit polyclonal anti-Human-PIM1,Cell 
Signaling,Cat#:2907,RRID:AB_2283785;Mouse monoclonal anti-Beta-Actin (Clone AC-74),Sigma-
Aldrich,Cat# A2228,RRID:AB_476697;Goat anti-rabbit IgG [H+L] conjugated with 
HRP,Invitrogen,Cat#31460,RRID:AB_228341;APC-conjugated mouse monoclonal anti-Band3,Gift 
from Xiuli An group, New York Blood Center.

NA

NA

NA

G- Dual use research of concern

F- Data Accessibility

Human CD34+ cells were obtained under human subject research protocols that were approved by 
local ethical committees: St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital protocol “Bone marrow for 
hemoglobinopathy research” (NCT00669305).

Circulating granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF)-mobilized human CD34+ cells were 
obtained from de-identified healthy donors (Key Biologics, Lifeblood). All healthy donors provided  
informed consent. No patient samples used in this study. 

NA

NO

NA

NA

NA

NA

Proteomic datasets: PRIDE archive PXD017276 (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/archive/)  

All other data supporting findings of this study are available  in Expanded View tables. 

NA

NA
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